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Even the United States, where the bus is 
much maligned, is experimenting with better bus 
systems in the wake of a surging return to urban 
living. Seattle is successfully using frequent bus 
networks to increase ridership, Omaha is rede-
signing its but network for greater frequency and 
direct service, and Los Angeles Metro has a ser-
vice plan centered around a network of frequent 
buses. From sprawl poster child Houston to smart 
city poster child Barcelona, cities are proving that 
expensive investments in rail aren’t the only way 
to move people around town.

The need is stark. While the last decade has 
seen capital investments in bus rapid transit and 
light rail systems, most American cities remain 
woefully underserved in terms of transit service. 
Even in standout cities with legacy systems like 
New York City and Boston, where over half of 
residents live within one kilometer of a transit 
station, those who live in poorly served areas 
cannot depend upon transit as their primary 
means of getting around. In such places, resi-
dents still depend upon private cars for their 
commutes and to run errands. For those not 
able to own a car, their addresses force them to 
depend upon slow and unreliable bus service 
for their day-to-day travel needs. These gaps 
in quality transit make American cities less 
sustainable and equitable than they could be 
with more reliable transit systems. 

With massive infrastructure projects like New 
York’s Second Avenue Subway or Boston’s Green 
Line extension proceeding slowly, it’s unrealistic 
to expect a massive wave of subway or light rail 
transit build-out to reach the remaining under-
served. As such, the bus may provide the answer 
for closing these transit gaps – but some funda-

Better Living Through Buses
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City Total  
population Year

Pop within  
1km of transit  

stations

Percent of  
population near  

rapid transit (PNT)

New York 8,354,889 2014 6,414,768 76.80%

Boston 646,805 2015 396,078 61.20%

Washington, 

D.C.

633,736 2014 361,391 57.00%

San Francisco 829,072 2014 337,064 40.70%

Chicago 2,911,782 2015 1,175,360 40.40%

Miami 419,957 2014 113,826 27.10%

Los Angeles 3,860,183 2016 936,689 24.30%

Atlanta 459,204 2014 110,503 24.10%

Dallas 1,245,159 2014 188,102 15.10%

Houston 2,223,637 2014 120,920 5.40%

mental changes are needed.
Today, many U.S. bus systems offer passengers infrequent service along 

meandering, indirect routes. This status quo leads to inconvenient, unreli-
able service. But many American cities are looking to make improvements 
to their bus networks as a cost-effective means of improving their transit 
systems. In recent years, the adoption of frequent bus networks has allowed 
cities to better serve riders’ needs by redeploying existing bus fleets.

In bus network planning, there is always a conflict between creating a 
system that seeks to maximize ridership and a system that maximizes its 
coverage area. A system that best serves ridership requires frequent bus 
service in dense, central areas where most passengers live. A system that 
best covers a service area requires routes through sprawling low-density 
areas, which can lead to routes with few passengers – but service for all 
who desire it. As resources are limited, transit agencies cannot serve both of 
these goals. Frequent bus networks opt for the former approach: serve the 
most number of riders.

A frequent bus network is a route optimization strategy that aims 
to create a system-wide improvement in accessibility, reliability, and 
convenience through a full realignment of the system’s route structure. 
Routes are realigned to increase the number of stops at which bus service 

There is an old saying attributed to Margaret Thatcher, likely apocryphal, that makes transportation 
advocates everywhere cringe: “A man who, beyond the age of 26, finds himself on a bus can count himself 
a failure.” Yes, many buses plod along as a kind of lowest common denominator for public transit. But the 
Iron Lady’s conservative attitude is decidedly antiquated in the 21st century. When run on more direct 
routes with quicker headways, the humble bus has proven itself to be a transit system’s best friend, 
including in cities with robust subway systems. The answer lies in frequent bus networks, a cost-effective 
way of redeploying existing resources to maximize efficiency and serve the most number of riders. 

Percent of population near rapid transit (PNT) in ten US cities. American cities are woefully 
underserved by rapid transit. Source: ITDP
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is available at a frequency of one bus every fifteen minutes or less. Simple, 
straight routes are created to increase system legibility and decrease time 
lost due to congestion along meandering journeys. Such improvements 
are used to improve transit service without significant increases in opera-
tional costs. Simply put, transit agencies seek to better use their resources 
by providing high levels of service where it is needed most.

Houston, Texas is the infamous city of no zoning, resulting in sprawl-
ing, auto-centric development. Surprisingly, it also provides one of the 
best examples of a successful implementation of a frequent bus network 
in the U.S. Faced with declining bus ridership and a system failing to meet 
the needs of a growing city, Houston METRO redesigned their network 
to increase the number of frequent routes and expand weekend service. 
Eighty percent of routes were designed to serve frequent ridership, where-
as 20 percent provided wide coverage for overall ridership.  Route design 
was shifted to create a grid of straight, simply drawn routes. These new 
routes created a 117 percent increase in the number of people within a 
mile of a frequent bus stop.  Success followed: In the first quarter of 2016, 
bus ridership was up 32 percent compared to the first quarter of 2015. 

The U.S. is hardly unique with this trend. Barcelona is a prime example 
of a European city with a robust transit system and a strong culture of 
public transit over private car use. It, too, gradually shifted its bus service 
toward this model. Over time, Barcelona has reduced redundancies and 
redrawn routes to provide straight, direct service that runs through the 
city center. Efficiency gains from these moves allowed the city to reorient 
their existing resources toward higher frequencies along their highest 
demand routes. Today, these sixteen routes run weekdays every 5-8 min-
utes between 7 AM and 9 PM.

The innovation goes a step further. Barcelona tied service improve-
ments to dedicated infrastructure like bus lanes and transit signal priority. 
Bus service is not only more frequent, it is also more reliable now that it 

A frequent bus network is a route optimization strategy that aims to create a system-wide improvement  
in accessibility, reliability, and convenience through a full realignment of the system’s route structure.

Top: Barcelona has reduced redundancies and redrawn routes to 
provide straight, direct service that runs through the city center. 
Bottom: Map of Barcelona’s 16 frequent bus routes.

Houston’s bus reimaging greatly increased the number of routes that offered service every  
fifteen minutes or less. The map on the left shows how few frequent services were offered  
compared to today’s service on the right.

avoids heavy traffic and signal backups. These 
improvements have proven popular. As of 2016, 
the sixteen improved routes have reached up to 
300,000 passengers on a single day. That figure 
represents approximately 42 percent of the city’s 
bus ridership. 

For transit planners scratching their heads 
about how to improve service without using 
more resources they don’t have, designing a fre-
quent bus network can offer a seemingly perfect 
solution. Cities as wildly different as Houston 
and Barcelona prove that the reapportionment 
of existing bus fleets and operational funding 
can produce demonstrable ridership gains. A 
reduction in redundancies and needless detours 
allows operating agencies to dedicate more of 
their funding toward providing the frequent, 
direct services that transit riders most desire. 
Now is the time for cities to get on the bus.


